EXHIBIT D
Subject: RE: SDARS III July 1 Agreement Production

Todd, Paul, Ben,

Did you want to do a call on Monday? I can no longer do 11 am, but could do Monday afternoon.

One issue I wanted to flag now. You requested written responses/objections to your document requests by Monday, July 11. Our responses will not be complete by that date. We are aiming to have responses to you by July 18. We are also aiming to produce responsive agreements on July 19. Glad to discuss further whenever we convene a call.

Thanks. Have a good weekend.

Jared

Subject: RE: SDARS III July 1 Agreement Production

From: Larson, Todd [mailto:Todd.Larson@weil.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 5:13 PM
To: DeSanctis, Michael B.; Freedman, Jared O.
Cc: Trepp, Alex S.; Fakler, Paul M. (Paul.Fakler@arentfox.com); Marks, Benjamin

Any word on the Apple/Spotify/Google front? Shall we resume our standing 11:00 a.m. call tomorrow?

Thanks.

Michael and Jared,

Todd Larson
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
Yes. We’ve decided it makes sense to hold off a few days to see whether the picture re: Spotify, Google, and Apple clears up a bit.

Copying in Paul and Ben.

---

Todd, 

Any word from your crew as to whether we’re both still aiming to mutually produce what we can on Friday?

Michael

---

Michael B. DeSanctis
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